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Intellectual Trends and Folklore 
Research1 

For some time I have been trying to understand what motivations might have inspired the 

fairy tale collectors in Sweden during the 19
th

 century. In the beginning of the nineteenth 

century, according to our established disciplinary history, academics and intellectuals started 

to collect fairy tales and folk songs because they believed that they could be used as examples 

of a Swedish national character. Towards the end of the century, our history claims, folklore 

collectors regarded their informants as representatives of a rapidly vanishing traditionalism in 

contrast to the growing modernity they considered themselves to be part of. As far as I have 

been able to find out, nobody has cared to explain what caused this change of focus. Why was 

nationalism replaced by traditionalism in the minds of the fairy tale collectors? 

 

A conference devoted to mapping disciplinary history seems to be the right place to address 

such a question. While I will try to answer the question, I will at the same time highlight and 

discuss the analytical tools I will employ in this process. One of the basic approaches, not 

only in ethnological and folkloristic method, but in all scientific thinking is different forms of 

comparison. As a young ethnologist, in the 1970s, I was taught to combine diachronic and 

synchronic comparisons. Today I will follow that advice and I will supplement it with a close 

examination of the existing empirical material and its possible contexts. 

 

My diachronic comparison will start by looking at some collections of Scandinavian folklore 

and folk life older than the 19
th

 century, and after that I will make synchronic comparisons 

between a few 19
th

 century examples. 

  

Olaus Magnus 

One early and detailed description of Nordic popular culture is Historia de gentibus 

septentrionalibus (History of the Nordic peoples) published in 1555 by the Swedish priest 

Olaus Magnus (1490-1557).  Olaus Magnus was appointed Swedish archbishop by the Pope, 

a position he, in the freshly protestant Sweden, of course never had the possibility to enter. 

Instead, he left for Rome, which is where he completed his work and where he spent the rest 

of his life. 

 

Olaus Magnus’s work with its twenty-two books, each with many chapters, has the word 

history in its title, but more than a historical chronicle it is an effort to give a broad 

ethnographic description of customs, economy, religion, and folk beliefs among the peoples in 

the Nordic countries. The subtitle of the work gives you an idea of its wide-ranging 

ambitions:  
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A work of various content complete with diverse knowledge and illuminated by 

foreign examples as well as images of domestic objects, moreover highly 

intended to divert and amuse, undoubtedly offering to the mind of the reader a 

great pleasure. 

 

To make his living, as a foreigner exiled in Rome, Olaus Magnus was forced to introduce 

himself to the intellectual elite. On the one hand, his book can be regarded as an individual 

enterprise aiming at giving its author an acknowledged position and possibly an employment 

inside or in the close vicinity of the Vatican. On the other hand, Olaus Magnus’s work was a 

contribution to an ongoing European debate that started in the 1470s with the publication of 

the two volumes Italia illustrata and Triumphans Roma, where the author, the Italian 

historian Flavio Biondo claimed that Italy with all its antique treasures should be regarded as 

the world’s leading nation. This claim was weakened with the discovery of the Roman 

historian Tacitus’s work Germania, which on its side praised the moral virtues of the old 

Germanic tribes. 

 

In the intellectual debate, Olaus Magnus sided with advocates of the Germanistic side 

directing his readers’ focus towards the sublime qualities of the peoples of the Nordic 

countries who, since time immemorial had been able to achieve an admirable cultural 

refinement in spite of a severe climate and a harsh nature, living far beyond the limits of the 

Roman Empire. 

 

Antikvitetsrannsakningarna 

A century later, towards the middle of the 17th century, as a result of successful military 

maneuvers during the Thirty Years War, Sweden had become a European great power, much 

to the surprise of its own leading classes. To motivate this new power position, it was decided 

necessary to write an admirable Swedish history. The Swedish king Gustavus Adolphus 

ordered his local authorities to collect material for a thorough description of Swedish history, 

pre-history, dialects and folk character. A questionnaire with 19 questions was distributed, but 

not many answers were received. A new, more successful effort was made 30 years later and 

the Antikvitetsrannsakningarna, the Enquiries of Antiquities of 1667 produced the first 

nationwide inventory describing ancient monuments, like graves, building sites, rune stones, 

picture stones, and other material remnants of earlier times along with some oral traditions 

belonging to them.  

 

Linnaeus 

The Enlightenment ideology, as it was interpreted during the 18th century, produced a 

conception of a unilinear human history, characterized by a continuous, uniform progress. 

Ordinary people were regarded as ignorant and in need of being educated so as not to disturb 

the nature-given development. The Enlightenment went hand in hand with economistic 

utilitarianism, and Carolus Linnaeus and his followers on their several government sponsored 

journeys around Sweden documented natural resources that would be profitable or useful to 

exploit. They also made notes on the “superstitions” of the people to be able to counteract this 

supposed lack of education. But at the same time Linnaeus argued that the popular 
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superstitions were historical remnants from times immemorial, or, at least from heathen or 

catholic times, and he wrote: 

I consider it to be a valuable mission, if someone would care to make a sizeable 

collection of superstitions and demonstrate from where each of them originated. 

 

A century later, the survival theory would be one of the fundamental premises of the 

evolutionistic paradigm, but earlier than so similar ideas will appear in Swedish folklore 

collecting, as I will soon  exemplify.  

 

This short and superficial diachronic comparison makes it clear that all the important Swedish 

collections of folklore before 1800 were motivated by strong ideological incentives, often 

closely connected to the current political situation in the country and elsewhere. 

 

A New Historical Context 

In 1809, as a result of the Finnish War, Sweden lost Finland, “the Eastern half of the realm”, 

to Russia. A new Swedish cultural inheritance and a new national identity had to be created.  

 

Finland, as a result of the same peace agreement became a Russian grand duchy. Swedish was 

replaced by Russian as the official administrative language, which gave rise to a strong 

oppositional movement to promote Finnish as the national language of Finland. The medical 

doctor Elias Lönnrot compiled popular rune songs into the verse epos Kalevala (first 

published in 1835), which soon became a uniting symbol of Finnishness. 

 

 In 1814 Denmark lost Norway, which entered a personal union with Sweden, but at the same 

time proclaimed its first autonomous constitution. Documentation of an authentic Norwegian 

folk culture became an important part of constructing a genuine Norwegian history. Peter 

Christian Asbjørnsen and Jørgen Moe started collecting Norwegian fairy tales in the 1830s.  

 

In Denmark, Just Mathias Thiele and Christian Molbech started collecting and publishing folk 

legends already in the 1810s. 

 

During the decades around the year 1800, several other parts of Europe, too, experienced 

substantial political changes resulting in the emergence of nationalistic movements. The basic 

idea was the close relationship between a nation and its population, the imagined communities 

that Benedict Anderson has described. “Nation” no longer equaled only a political unit, but 

also its inhabitants. The Swedish nation could mean both the country of Sweden and its 

population. 

 

In 1811, some leading cultural personalities mostly writers and university teachers from 

Uppsala University founded the Götiska Förbundet (the Geatish Society) in Stockholm. The 

aim of the society was “to recreate the freedom spirit, manly courage and pure mind of the 

ancient göter (geats)”. In order to achieve this, the members were to devote themselves to 

“research into the antiquities”, which among other assignments consisted in collecting the 

poetry of the people.  
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In the preface to Svenska folkvisor från forntiden Swedish Folk Songs from Antiquity (1814), 

one of the members of the Götiska förbundet, the Uppsala history professor Erik Gustaf 

Geijer, set out his thoughts on what he called popular poetry. Popular poetry contains all the 

inner capabilities of a people, just as the child has in him those of the adult, wrote Geijer. This 

kind of poetry should be called natural poetry, wrote Geijer, before he rounded off his 

thoughts with the following formulation: 

 

It might also be termed Folk Poetry, not because it derives from a more 

unrefined social class, but rather because it originates from times with a 

simplicity of character which we are no longer able to comprehend, times when 

in culture there was expressed nothing more than the national character, such 

that the individual was still so undeveloped that an entire people sang as one 

man (Geijer 1814, X). 

 

By the beginning of the 19
th

 century, the original folk poetry had, according to Geijer, more or 

less disappeared from the popular oral tradition. Geijer thought, as had the Brothers Grimm, 

that, starting with those tattered fragments of popular poetry which could still be rescued, it 

should be possible to reconstruct the more ancient, unspoilt popular poetry which was at the 

core of the Swedish national identity. 

 

Several of those who subsequently were to become active collectors of popular traditions 

were of the same vintage as the Götiska förbundet and were aged 18–19 when they were fired 

by nationalistic and romantic thoughts of authentic popular culture.  

 

Hyltén-Cavallius 

One of these eighteen-year-olds was Gunnar Olof Hyltén-Cavallius (1818–89), who, when he 

read Geijer’s preface to Svenska folkvisor från forntiden, immediately decided that he would 

devote his life to research into Swedish language and antiquity. He lost no time in starting his 

collection of antiquities by sifting through an ancient grave mound close to his childhood 

home, and by writing down songs and dialect words in his home province of Småland. 

(Hyltén-Cavallius 1929, 54 ff.). When a few years later Hyltén-Cavallius was working in 

Stockholm, he personally made the acquaintance of some of the leading persons of the 

Götiska förbundet and was inspired by them in his work of writing down folk tales (Hyltén-

Cavallius 1929, 95–6).  

 

In 1844 he was able to publish the first volume of Svenska folk-sagor och äfventyr (Swedish 

Folk Tales and Adventures), which was dedicated to the brothers Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm. 

The first volume contained 22 tales (plus 18 in a supplement), of which a number were 

reproduced in several complete variants. Hyltén-Cavallius’s intention with Svenska folk-sagor 

och äfventyr was not to reproduce the popular stories in the way he had heard them recited 

many times. The aim was instead to reconstruct an imaginary original form which brought to 

life the collective popular poetry Geijer had mentioned in the preface to Svenska folkvisor 
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från forntiden. To achieve this, Hyltén-Cavallius took his inspiration from the archaic and 

stylized vocabulary in ballads, and also coined his own, archaic-sounding words and phrases.  

 

Having grown up in a rural environment, Hyltén-Cavallius certainly was familiar with 

nineteenth-century popular spoken language, after having listened to and interviewed a 

considerable number of popular storytellers. However, in the 1840s it was hardly possible to 

print texts in the form of spoken language and dialect. Convention required cultivated written 

language. The explanation as to why Hyltén-Cavallius was not content with a discreet 

linguistic adaptation can be found in his ambition to “rescue the national element”, which he 

considered had already to a large extent vanished from folk tales passed on orally. 

 

Hyltén-Cavallius’s Svenska folk-sagor och äfventyr is the most obvious Swedish example of 

how a folklore collection was edited and published in total accordance with the national 

romanticist program of the Götiska förbundet. However, the book was heavily criticized for 

its heavy and archaic language and it did not sell. The planned second part was never 

published. Evidently, the nationalistic ideas had no broad support neither among the critics, 

nor among the public. 

 

Nicolovius 

To start the synchronic comparison, we can notice that even if national romanticism was a 

strong trend among Swedish intellectuals in the beginning of the 19
th

 century, it was not 

completely dominant. At the same time as Hyltén-Cavallius published his collection, another 

influential book was published by the priest Nils Lovén, writing under the pen-name 

Nicolovius. The book was called Folklivet i Skytts härad (1847), The Folk Life in Skytt’s 

County, and it described the everyday life of the inhabitants of some of the southernmost 

villages in Sweden during the first decades of the 19
th

 century. Nicolovius watched the 

countryside population from the point of view of the priest yard where his father was the 

vicar, but the class differences there and then do not seem to have been too dramatic. 

Nicolovius appears to have been able to fulfil the roles of both observer and participant in 

relation to many of the customs he describes. What makes him surprisingly contemporary is 

that he makes an honest attempt to give a truthful account of the local culture out of sheer 

interest, not because he is eager to prove some abstract idea.  

 

Nicolovius’s interest in the life of the ordinary countryside population, the folk life, illustrates 

a growing trend among Swedish authors and artists. Artists started painting folk life motives, 

interiors of farmers’ cottages, scenes of everyday work, family life (paintings by Pehr 

Hilleström). One of the early Swedish writers who did not use countryside people merely as 

decorative staffage, but actually observed them, and wrote about them as individuals was Carl 

Jonas Love Almqvist.  

 

Another line of the synchronic comparison leads us to examples of emerging evolutionistic 

tendencies. Sven Nilsson was a professor of zoology with a strong interest in history and 

archeology. In his book with the long title Skandinaviska Nordens Ur-invånare, ett försök i 

comparativa ethnografien och ett bidrag till mennisko-slägtets utvecklingshistoria (1838-
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1843), The Original Inhabitants of the Scandinavian North, an Essay in Comparative 

Ethnography and a Contribution to the Developmental History of Mankind, the purpose was 

to find out if the peoples living in the Scandinavian countries were the original inhabitants or 

whether other tribes had lived there earlier. His method is to use archeological finds to 

describe the life and customs of the first inhabitants of the Scandinavian Peninsula. Regarding 

himself as a comparative ethnographer he compares tools, hunting weapons, fishing-tackle, 

cooking utensils and ornamental objects from all over the world with archeological finds from 

Scandinavia and with items from his own time. What makes him interesting to us as 

folklorists today is that he interviews his own contemporaries concerning the form and 

function of the artefacts he is examining. 

 

The result of Nilsson’s investigation was that he became convinced that the original 

Scandinavian population were geats. Culturally, they were savages, hunters, fishermen, and 

sailors. They built their houses out of timber, they used firewood for heating and cooking, 

they made clothes out of animal hides, using buttons, but they did not make any pictures and 

they had no written language.  

 

Hyltén-Cavallius’ Wärend och wirdarne (1863-1868).  

Although Hyltén-Cavallius’s efforts to reconstruct the authentic original Swedish fairy tale 

came to a dead end, his interest in folklore and popular culture had not faded away. After a 

couple of decades in public service and long periods of illness, in the 1860s, he was able to 

publish his main work Wärend och wirdarne about his own province and its inhabitants. In his 

new work it is obvious that he had learned his lesson from the unsuccessful publication of the 

folk tales in two ways. Now, when he quotes contemporary folk tales (mostly legends) he 

does so in a fairly simple language without any archaisms. And his scope of interest is no 

longer the entire Swedish nation, but his home province Wärend, one of the traditional twelve 

regions of the county Småland. His sources in describing the folk life of Wärend is a 

combination of artefacts, quotations from law suits and other historical documents, which he 

completes and illuminates with the use of contemporary folklore. He openly confesses how he 

has been influenced both by Linnaeus and Nilsson, and he adheres to the survival theory. The 

object, according to Hyltén-Cavallius is to save for the future what still remains to be saved, 

when the arrival of the new times affect even the lowest layers of society. (WoW II, 3) 

 

 

Säve’s meeting with Catharina Bodilla Östman (1866) 

My next two examples in the synchronic comparison will focus upon the narrators 

themselves.  

 

In the early 1830s, the young Gotlandic student Per Arvid Säve listened to how the already 

mentioned history professor Erik Gustaf Geijer in his lectures at Uppsala University, launched 

the ideas of the Götiska Förbundet and urged his students to start collecting the folklore of 

their respective places of origin. This was an inspiration to Säve, but even more so were his 

younger brother’s, Carl Säve, wishes to get examples of dialect words from their common 

childhood environment on Gotland. Beside his everyday teaching at the high school in Visby, 
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Per Arvid Säve started to collect Gotlandic words. Soon he developed an interest in all sides 

of the Gotlandic folk culture and along with the compiling of vocabularies, he began to 

document fairy tales and folk legends, songs, dances, and folk games.  

 

Catharina Bodilla Östman (1805-1890) was Säve’s foremost female informant. Her family 

had suffered the loss first of her paternal grandfather who drowned in 1775, then of her 

maternal grandfather who died during his boatswain's service in 1789. The man she married, 

Frans Östman, turned out to be an alcoholic and it took him only sixteen years to drink away 

their farm and their animals. For a small theft Catharina Bodilla was sentenced to one week 

on water and bread in the prison tower of Visby’s medieval city wall. Catharina Bodilla and 

her children had to move to the poorhouse (Bjersby 1964:248-251). 

 

Mrs Östman’s psychological reaction to these harsh experiences seems to have been the 

building-up of a fictitious story world, into which she mixed elements from fairy tales, 

legends, and popular beliefs as well as real persons and places. Mrs Östman’s story universe 

was her private interpretation of an otherwise chaotic and ununderstandable reality. If we 

regard her repertory as a coherent unity, her selection of tales depicts a dark, hard world full 

of violence and treachery. Incest, rape and sexual abuse are recurrent themes.  

 

Säve met with Catharina Bodilla Östman for the second time in October, 1866, when she 

visited him in Visby. During the first three days Säve and Mrs Östman spent together, she was 

able to interrupt his word-collecting with stories of her own several times. Undoubtedly she 

noted his reactions and, consciously or not, formed an opinion for herself of what kind of 

stories touched the heart-strings of her antiquarian-minded host. When I examaine Säve's field 

notes from this conversation, it is easy to see that they change character from the fourth day 

onwards. Epic pieces start to dominate the pages, they get longer and they get more personal. 

Mrs Östman obviously has taken command of the conversation and is bringing Säve with her 

into her private story universe. 

 

Catharina Bodilla Östman’s narrating was not possible to fit into the national-romantist 

ideology of the urban bourgeoisie. She never played the part of the mild and content old lady, 

generously sharing her knowledge with the educated urban gentleman in quiet cooperation. 

Instead, she constantly interfered with Säve’s systematic word collecting, starting to tell 

stories of her own, legends, fairy tales, and chronicates, all deeply rooted in her home 

environment of Burs and Garda parishes, with herself, her family, friends and neighbors as 

dramatic actors. 

 

Mickel i Långhult, Michael Jonasson Wallander (1778-1860) 

One of the few 19
th

 century fairy tale narrators, who has written down his own tales is Mickel 

i Långhult, Michael Jonasson Wallander (1778-1860), who was a contemporary of Hyltén-

Cavallius and lived in a parish not long from him. The Swedish folklorist Bengt af Klintberg 

calls him one of the most remarkable storytellers ever documented in Sweden. “His shrewd 

humor flowered in wish fulfilment social utopias”, writes Klintberg (Klintberg 1999, 203). 
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Mickel’s tales deal with economic troubles, discomfort, human weaknesses, violence, and 

abuse of alcohol, as well as with unfavorable weather conditions, everyday places and 

situations. His language contains lots of dialectal, colloquial, and vernacular expressions, but 

it is also influenced by bureaucratic language.  

 

The persons appearing in Mickel’s tales are ordinary lower class people of the sort he could 

see around him in his everyday life: there are artisans, apprentices, settlers and farmers, and, 

to create the contrast necessary to the demands of the fairy tale: a count, a country governor, 

and some royalties.  

 

The protagonists in Mickel’s tales are generally unreliable. They are deceitful, they lie to each 

other, they quarrel and they use foul language and oaths. They are mean, they slander, they 

steal and they practice fraud. They are often hungry, drunk or hung over. Violence is a natural 

part of the everyday interactions. People are locked up in dark rooms; they are whipped, shot 

at and killed in different cruel ways. Quite a few commit suicide.  

 

The settings could be taken directly from Mickel’s village Långhult. There are farming fields, 

cottages, and barns with hay-lofts, stables and cow-sheds. A creek flows through the 

landscape and behind the fields stands the forest. Along the roads there is always an inn 

serving alcohol to be found as soon as the need arises. Somewhere in the distance there is a 

city with a city wall. The weather is often cold or even frosty, rain is falling and actions take 

place in the dark. 

 

Economic matters are recurrent themes. Mickel’s persons struggle with unpaid taxes and other 

debts, with farm leases, legal contracts and aggressive debtors. Several of them experience 

poverty and famine, due to failed harvests or other unfavorable conditions.  

 

Mickel’s tales paint a tangibly realistic picture of ordinary peoples’ lives and circumstances 

by the mid-1800s. A majority of Sweden’s inhabitants at that time would be able to recognize 

this world and identify themselves with it. These people were probably more attracted by 

propaganda phrases like “Proletarians of the world, unite!” than by nationalistic slogans 

launched by the Swedish nobility, clergy, bourgeoisie or body of officers. In a few decades to 

come, it was the likes of Mickel and his fellow Långhult inhabitants that would organize 

themselves in temperance movements, trade unions, and socialist party groups. The folk were 

getting prepared to start speaking for themselves. 

 

Mickel’s written narratives give us a unique insight into how popular narrating actually may 

have sounded in 19
th

 century Sweden. Many academic definitions of especially tales of 

wonder include the criterion that they are told as entertainment. A closer look at Mickel’s 

repertory confirms that his stories certainly were entertaining, but they were much more than 

that. The performance of long tales of wonder rests on the agreement between the narrator and 

the audience to enter together a world which obeys to other laws of nature than the ordinary 

reality. When we listen to a fairy tale, we are not supposed to interrupt the narrator and point 

out that there are no seven league boots, no invisibility cloaks, and no fire-breathing dragons 
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with seven heads. When the fairy tale narrator utters the opening formula “once upon a 

time…” we are invited to enter a ritual arena, where it is possible to explore the limits of our 

known reality. In this collective ritual, we get the possibility to jointly discover our emotional 

and intellectual reactions to questions like “What would it be like if animals could talk?”, 

“What would happen if humans could be turned into stone and then return to life?” or “What 

if a bunch of people fell asleep at the same time and slept for one hundred years?” Naturally, 

it is possible to regard this as superficial entertainment, but you could also see it as serious 

philosophical investigations of deep existential questions. 

 

However, the most common branches of fairy tales in oral tradition were not tales of wonder, 

but animal tales and humorous tales. Both these brands are shorter, more like legends and 

anecdotes and consequently more often became used in ordinary conversations. They did not 

demand the concentrated performative arena that was necessary for the wonder tale. Instead, 

the shorter tales were used to comment upon events and situations in everyday life. Bears, 

foxes, hares and other animal role characters were used to illustrate human qualities, usually 

foible ones. Numskull stories and other humorous tales were perfect tools for aiming social 

satire at authorities, leading personalities and those in power. A substantial number of the 

most common fairy tales explored sexual motives. 

 

Therefore, what the urban collectors did find among their fairy tale narrators, were not proud 

nation-builders, but hard working ordinary human beings, leading ordinary countryside lives 

just like the ones Nils Lovén, Hyltén-Cavallius and Per Arvid Säve had seen around them 

since childhood. One intellectual reaction was to define the narrators as non-modern Others, 

who were occupying the peripheries of the emerging modernity in contemporary society. The 

invention of the concept of modernity, closely associated with urbanity, mechanization, mass 

production, individualism, and progress, called for a contrasting concept to visualize all that 

modernity was not. So traditionality came into being (Bauman/Briggs 2003, 2f). 

 

By labeling certain phenomena “traditional”, and thus making it legitimate – and desirable – 

to collect, to archive, and to exhibit them, a border line was drawn against that which was 

considered to be obsolete, peripheral, and doomed to fade away with the growth of modernity. 

Since folk culture was ephemeral, it needed to come under responsible protection. Academic 

scholars felt obliged to take over the responsibility for the popular traditions from the 

ignorant, irresponsible, and short-sighted people (Bauman/Briggs 2003, 76ff, 122). As an 

example both Per Arvid Säve (1875) and Gunnar Olof Hyltén-Cavallius (1885) founded local 

ethnographic museums, where they exhibited examples of material folk culture. 

 

From the middle of the 19
th

 century and onwards evolutionism became the dominant scientific 

paradigm internationally. The basic idea was that all kinds of development went regularly and 

had to pass through certain necessary levels. Charles Darwin’s description of the biological 

evolution is perhaps the best known example. His On the Origin of Species by Means of 

Natural Selection was published in 1859.  In 1871, the British anthropologist Edward Tylor 

published his Primitive Culture where he defined the evolutionary steps of religion as 

animism, polytheism, and monotheism, while the American anthropologist Lewis Morgan in 
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his Ancient Society from1877 claimed that human cultural development went from savagery 

over barbarism to civilization.  

 

Several of the 19
th

 century collectors seem to have developed a genuine interest in the life and 

customs of the so called ordinary people. Nils Lovén, Nicolovius , was one of them, and, a 

generation later, Säve was another. However, it is not possible to be interested in folk life in 

the abstract. The so called folk life is made up by complicated patterns where several parallel 

processes interact between many different arenas of human communication, such as social 

organization, family system, economy, buildings, communications, food, clothes, customs, 

dialect, and folklore. Those genuinely fascinated by contemporary folk life typically 

developed a specialization in one or several of these fields. When they compared their 

collections with each other’s, they soon became aware of local peculiarities. For quite some 

time the idea of a common and authentic Swedish culture was based on the premise that this 

joint culture consisted of the sum total of all local and regional cultures. Maybe this 

assumption might reflect the fact that all the academic collectors were familiar with the 

“student nations” at the universities, where the students were organized according to their 

respective geographical origin. From the 1850s and onwards this interest in local and regional 

particularities was directed towards documenting Swedish dialects. The postulation that 

culture and cultural variation was possible to visualize on a map lead to the invenetion of 

concepts like culture area, cultural borders, migration of cultural elements, a system of 

thinking that within a couple of decades would form the basis of the paradigm of 

diffusionism. 

 

Some of the documentations of limited local societies in 19
th

 century Sweden were very 

similar to the village ethnographies produced 60-70 years later by above all British 

anthropologists under the banner of functionalism. 

 

Why national romanticism was replaced by traditionalism in Swedish fairy tale collecting 

during the 19
th

 century turned out to be a reductionist question based on false premises. 

Partly, the question is wrongly put: to begin with not all 19
th

 folklore collectors were national 

romanticists. Several other intellectual influences were also present and gradually took over. 

Furthermore, when serious collectors met folk tale narrators, it soon became very obvious to 

them that the narrators’ main interest in telling fairy tales to each other was hardly to promote 

feelings of national belonging.  

 

It is by no means surprising to find out that our early colleagues in folklore studies were 

influenced by contemporary intellectual trends. My aim with this paper has been to show that 

in 19
th

 century Swedish folklore collecting not one but several ideological movements were 

influential. National romanticism was one of them, evolutionism was another. The first 

sprouts of diffusionism and functionalism were beginning to show. To me, however, the most 

important trend was that the growing interest in folk culture as such developed as a natural 

consequence of the collectors’ field experiences. The prime focus of the collectors’ scientific 

curiosity became the folklore itself, not abstract theories. In my opinion, this empiricist 

position stills constitutes the core of folklore studies. Our main task is to study folklore. 


